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ABSTRACT 
Let N be a maximal unipotent subgroup of a classical complex Lie group G, whose Lie algebra we 
denote by g. Inside the ring of N-invariant polynomials S’(g)v we consider the subring generated by 
the polynomials of weight e”‘(“+“‘), where A and fl are the highest weights corresponding to the 
natural representation of g and to its dual respectively, and m E Z. 
We prove that this subring is a polynomial ring and we explicitly give a set of generators, 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a classical simple group, i.e., G = SL(n, C), SO(n, C), Sp(2n, C). 
Let g be the Lie algebra of G, h, a Cartan subalgebra of g, H the corresponding 
connected subgroup of G. Let A, be the root system attached to h, 17 a basis of 
simple roots, A+ the set of positive roots with respect to 17. Then we have a 
descomposition: g = n_ $ h CB n,, where n, = C, E d+ g,, g, the root spaces. 
Let N be the subgroup of G corresponding to n, under the exponential map. 
If I/ is an irreducible representation of G then we have a character Z associated 
to it, i.e., if w is a highest weight vector of V then h .w = E(h) w. Let 9s and Sl be 
the characters associated to the natural representation and its dual respectively 
and let !P = !Ps .!Pi. Let L = Ker 3 x N, it acts on S’(g) = S(g*) by the re- 
striction of the action of G induced by the coadjoint action on g*. The purpose 
of this paper is to prove the following: 
* This research was partially funded by the Consejo de Investigaciones Cientificas y Tecnicas de la 
Provincia de Cordoba (CONICOR). 
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Theorem. S(g*f is a polynomial ring on d(G) variables, where d(SL(n, C)) = 
2(n - l), d(SO(n, C)) = n - 1, d(Sp(2n, C)) = 2n. 
This theorem is a generalization to all the classical groups of the one proved 
in [L] for SL(n, C). In fact the method involved in the proof is the same. The 
proof consists of the following steps: first we give a set A(g) of d(G) poly- 
nomials, then we prove that they are L-invariant and algebraically independ- 
ent, finally we compute the dimension of 
S’(g)& = {p E S’(g)L : h.p = !P(h)mp Vh E H}, 
as an S’(g)‘-module and we can see that it has the right value, i.e., it coincides 
with the dimension of the homogeneous polynomials of degree m in d(G) - 
rk(g) variables. 
Before starting, I would like to thank the referee for comments that help me 
improve the exposition. 
1. THE SET OF POLYNOMIALS 
Let u be a highest weight vector with respect to N for the natural represen- 
tation, i.e., n.w = V, Vn E N. Let U* be a highest weight vector for the dual of 
the natural representation. Then the polynomials pi = w*(X’.w) are L-in- 
variant: 
w*((n-‘Xn)‘.w) = u*(n-‘1’n.w) 
= (n.w*)(Xi.w) 
= w*(X’.w) Vn E N 
w*((h-‘Xh)‘.w) = w*(h-‘X’h.w) 
= (h.w*)(!&,(h)X’.w) 
= !P;(h)PO(h)v*(Xi.w) 
= !P(h)w*@.w) 
= u*(X’.w) Vh E Ker 9. 
Let Q = {qi}Lz’ be a basis of polynomials for S’(g)‘. 
We define the following sets A(g): 
A(SL(nC))=QU{pi: 1 <i<n-1) 
A(SO(n, C)) = Q U {pzi : 1 5 i < d(G) - rk(g)} 
A(Sp(2n, C)) = Q U {pzi : 1 < i < n}. 
2. ALGEBRAIC INDEPENDENCE 
We prove the algebraic independence of the given sets of polynomials in the 
following way: for each g we give an affine subset h + Y(g) C h + n_ of dimen- 
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sion d(G), such that when restricted to it, the polynomials p; are linear on 
d(G) - rk(g) variables and linearly independent when restricted further to 
Y(g), therefore the determinant of the matrix that allows to write the pi in 
terms of the coordinates of Y(g), is a polynomial on h, and is non zero in a 
neighborhood U of 0 E h. As the qi depend only on the projection to h we have 
that, if they were algebraically dependent: 
h c w 4;’ . . q:;;\ Pl kg) - hk) 
I,J 
. . . Pd(g) -&(g) /I+ Y(g) = 0 
and fixing u E h 
c CJ(Lq ‘..P jdk) -%I -0 d(g) r/c(g) v+ Y(g) - _ 
J 
where CJ(U) = CJ aIJqf' . . . qz[j; (u) therefore, by the independence of the pi’s, 
cJ(v) = 0 Vu E U, and thus aIJ = 0 VI, VJ, since we know the qi’S are algebrai- 
cally independent on U. 
The sets Y(g) are the following (we have taken as h the diagonal matrices and 
as positive Weyl chamber the diagonals with hii > hi+ ti+ 1 for i = 1,. . . , A(g)): 
Y(Wn, 
-0 0 0- 
x1 0 . . 
. 
C)) = -r’ 1 . . . . 
0 ‘.. 0 0 
. . . . . . . 
_xnl__l 0 0‘ . 1 o_ 
Y(S0(2n, C)) = 
[Z $1 
Y(SG(2n + 1, C)) = [I -+ $1 
whereE,=(aij)=(Si-j,~),Tn=(tij)=(xi6i_j,_~-xj6i_j,~),e,=(0,0,...,0,1), 
D, = Diag(xr , . . . , xn). 
3. .S’(g)L AS AN S’(g)‘-MODULE 
A famous theorem of B. Kostant, [Kl], states that S’(g) = S’(g)G @ H, 
where H are the harmonic polynomials on g. Furthermore the number of times 
that an irreducible representation VA of highest weight X appears in H is ex- 
actly the dimension of the zero weight space in VA. Then we have S’(g)L = 
S’(g)G 18 HL, and as L contains N the L-invariants are linear combinations of 
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highest weights vectors and a highest weight vector pi is L-invariant if and only 
if exp(X(h)) = 1 Vh E Ker P, therefore ex = Qrn for some m E 2. 
To show that we have already found enough polynomials we will compute the 
multiplicity of the zero weight in the irreducible representations of highest 
weight m(A + A*), for this we use Kostant’s multiplicity formula, [K2], which 
states: 
mult,(X) = cgw sg(a)K(p + S - 46 + A)) 
where b = CaEn + a/2 and K(a) is Kostant’s partition function, i.e., the num- 
ber of ways in which -a can be written as a sum of positive roots. 
We will compute multo(m(A + A*)) = COG w sg(a)K(6 - a(S + m(A + A*))) 
in two steps, first we prove the following: 
Proposition. 
,IIw %b) KC6 - da + m(A + A*>)) 
= VFW0 sgww - m - mv + A*>) 
whereWo={wE W:w(A+A*)=A+A*}. 
Proof. We will prove by induction on the length of o that if c $ WO then 
&a(S+m(A+A*)> = C k,cr 
0El7 
with some k, positive and thus K(S - ~(6 + m(A + A*))) = 0. First we notice 
that IV, = {{r ,:a:Efland(A+A*,a)=O}). Now ifl(a)==O, a=idEWo 
and there is nothing to prove. If I(o) = n > 0, there exists (Y E 17 such that g = 
rr, and Z(a) = I(T) + 1, then we write: 
6 - a(~5 +rrz(A + A*)) = S - T(S) + ~(6 - r,(6)) - mv,(A + A*) 
= &~(S+m(il+A*)) + (1 +m(A+A*,a))+) 
so if 7 $ WO by induction the first part contains a positive coefficient and by 
hypothesis on the length, T(CE) is a positive root so the thesis holds. In the case 
when 7 E WO, it is easy to see that in case r, @ WO, the coefficient k, is positive, 
since one can check that in each of the cases at hand the coefficient of Q in 
A + A* is equal to (A + A*, CE). This finishes the proof. 0 
Finally to compute multo(A + A*) we use a result already proved in [L] we 
repeat the proof for the sake of completeness. 
Proposition. Let W be the Weyl group of a semisimple Lie algebra g and let it be 
generated by {ri}r= , , the reflections with respect to the hyperplanes deftned by the 
simple roots {ai}:=, . Take a subsystem Ao generated by {~ik}~_, and the corre- 
sponding Weylgroup WO = ((rik)fk= 1>. Let 6 = 5 c,, A+ a, then 
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& %(dK@ - dS) + IL) = KA\A,(d, 
where KA\A,, (p) denotes the number of ways in which -p can be written as a sum 
ofpositive roots of A not belonging to AC,. 
Proof. Let R be the root lattice and Z[R] = {CA E R nAeX : nx E Z} a ring of 
formal sums, with product satisfying e’ey = eXfy. Consider the projection p1 
onto the identity component e”, p1 : Z[R] -+ Z; p1 (C nxe’) = no then 
K(p) = pl(e-‘” C K(X)e’) = PI ( + jJ (1 - epa))‘). e 
N>O 
Put SO = i CaE A; Q, and notice that a(6) - 6 = a(&) - 60 V’a E WO then 
Weyl’s identity for the subsystem A0 gives: 
C sg(a)e”(6)-6 = n (1 - epa), 
UE IV0 CYEAO 
now we can finish the proof: 
n& sg(fl)K(6 - a(S) + p) 
= PI EWO sg(o)e- 
( 
P+46)-6 n (1 _ e-q 
CXCA 
= PI 
( 
,,ll, (1 - eea) JA (1 - e-T1ePP) 
=pl eAP 
( 
n (1 - eea)-’ 
a E A\A, > 
= KA\Ao (PL). q 
To complete the proof of the theorem, the only thing left is to verify for each g 
that &I\A,,(m(A + A*)) is nothing but the dimension of the space of homo- 
geneous polynomials of degree m in d(G) - rk(g) variables, and this is a nice 
exercise in combinatorics. 
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